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How many different languages can you hear in the movie?
Which ones?

Using the giant map of Canada on the floor, fill in the names
of the provincial capitals marked on the map below.

There was no TV or Internet in the 1930s so radio was very popular. 
What was radio used for?

Listening to
the news

Listening to 
politicians’ speeches

All of
the above

Listening to
music

Canada is home to a lot of differrent nationalities.
Note three countries immigrants came from.

Find this object in the room.
Who would have worn it?

The Canadian Pacific Railway was Canada’s first transcontinental
railway and was instrumental in the settlement of Western Canada.

object hunt!object hunt!
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Find the artefacts drawn here.
What would they have been recycled into?

Check out the many posters nearby for ideas.

While many men and women were fighting 
abroad, Canadians back home were

helping the war effort too!

room C Canada Goes
to War

6
Over one million Canadian citizens served in uniform during
the Second World War. Draw a line between the type of service
and its corresponding uniform.

navy air force army

object hunt!object hunt!

room D Road
to Victory

Canada’s national flag wasn’t chosen until 1965!
Circle the flag the Canadian soldiers fought under
in the Second World War.

 Can you draw

your country’s 

flag?

object hunt!object hunt!
There were many people who were part of the war that did not carry 
weapons. The images below show some tools  that belonged to someone 
who would have been very close to the front line, but who would not
have been armed.

Can you find these objects and determine 
who they belonged to?
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Some Came Back, 
Others Did Not

Faces of
Canada Today

Go to a listening box and listen to what
Peter and Madeleine have to say...
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Did you know that winter sports are an important part of
Canadian life?! Find the sports totem and write down
the two most popular sports in Canada.

Did you know that wood is one of the most important resources
in Canada?! Find the natural ressources totem and write down
three different types of wood that can be found in Canada.

What is

your favorite 

sport? * Tell one of the Juno Beach Centre’s Canadian guides this secret 
password. He or she has a prize to give you for completing this quiz.

Go to the window and see if you can spot the one sculpture 
honouring First Nations, Metis, and Inuit who fought
in the Second World War. 
What is this sculpture called?

Canada’s Inuit First Peoples traditionally establish landmarks
by creating stone sculptures.

nationalitiesAncestors from

In this space, you will find citations from Canadians whose 
ancestors came from many different countries around the world.
How many countries can you find?
Circle the right answer.

24123
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What DID you 

Like best about 

the visit?

thank you 

for visiting!

my visit to the 
juno beach centre
my visit to the 
juno beach centre


